This paper introduces a linguisticallymotivated, rule-based annotation system for causal discourse relations in transcripts of spoken multilogs in German. The overall aim is an automatic means of determining the degree of justification provided by a speaker in the delivery of an argument in a multiparty discussion. The system comprises of two parts: A disambiguation module which differentiates causal connectors from their other senses, and a discourse relation annotation system which marks the spans of text that constitute the reason and the result/conclusion expressed by the causal relation. The system is evaluated against a gold standard of German transcribed spoken dialogue. The results show that our system performs reliably well with respect to both tasks.
Introduction
In general, causality refers to the way of knowing whether one state of affairs is causally related to another. 1 Within linguistics, causality has long been established as a central phenomenon for investigation. In this paper, we look at causality from the perspective of a research question from political science, where the notion is particularly important when it comes to determining (a.o.) the deliberative quality of a discussion. The notion of deliberation is originally due to Habermas (1981) , who assumes that within a deliberative democracy, stakeholders participating in a multilog, i.e. a multi-party conversation, justify their positions truthfully, rationally and respectfully and eventually defer to the better argument. Within political science, the question arises whether actual multilogs conducted in the process of a democratic decision making indeed follow this ideal and whether/how one can use automatic means to analyze the degree of deliberativity of a multilog (Dryzek (1990; 2000) , Bohman (1996) , Gutmann and Thompson (1996) , Holzinger and Landwehr (2010) ). The disambiguation of causal discourse markers and the determination of the relations they entail is a crucial aspect of measuring the deliberative quality of a multilog. In this paper, we develop a system that is designed to perform this task.
We describe a linguistically motivated, rulebased annotation system for German which disambiguates the multiple usages of causal discourse connectors in the language and reliably annotates the reason and result/conclusion relations that the connectors introduce. The paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 briefly reviews related work on the automatic extraction and annotation of causal relations, followed by a set of examples that illustrate some of the linguistic patterns in German (Section 3). We then introduce our rule-based annotation system (Section 4) and evaluate it against a hand-crafted gold standard in Section 5, where we also present the results from the same annotation task performed by a group of human annotators. In Section 6, we provide an in-depth system error analysis. Section 7 concludes the paper.
Related work
The automatic detection and annotation of causality in language has been approached from various angles, for example by providing gold-standard, (manually) annotated resources such as the Penn Discourse Treebank for English , which was used, e.g., in the disambiguation of English connectives by Pitler and Nenkova (2009) , the Potsdam Commentary Corpus for German (Stede, 2004) and the discourse annotation layer of Tüba-D/Z, a corpus of written German text (Versley and Gastel, 2012) . Training auto-matic systems that learn patterns of causality (Do et al., 2011; Mulkar-Mehta et al., 2011b , inter alia) is a crucial factor in measuring discourse coherence (Sanders, 2005) , and is beneficial in approaches to question-answering (Girju, 2003; .
With respect to automatically detecting causal relations in German, Versley (2010) uses English training data from the Penn Discourse Treebank in order to train an English annotation model. These English annotations can be projected to German in an English-German parallel corpus and on the basis of this a classifier of German discourse relations is trained. However, as previous studies have shown (Mulkar-Mehta et al., 2011a, inter alia) , the reliability of detecting causal relations with automatic means differs highly between different genres. Our data consist of transcriptions of originally spoken multilogs and this type of data differs substantially from newspaper or other written texts.
Regarding the disambiguation of German connectives, Schneider and Stede (2012) carried out a corpus study of 42 German discourse connectives which are listed by Dipper and Stede (2006) as exhibiting a certain degree of ambiguity. Their results indicate that for a majority of ambiguous connectives, plain POS tagging is not reliable enough, and even contextual POS patterns are not sufficient in all cases. This is the same conclusion drawn by Dipper and Stede (2006) , who also state that off-the-shelf POS taggers are too unreliable for the task. They instead suggest a mapping approach for 9 out of the 42 connectives and show that this assists considerably with disambiguation. As this also tallies with our experiments with POS taggers, we decided to implement a rule-based disambiguation module. This module takes into account contextual patterns and features of spoken communication and reliably detects causal connectors as well as the reason and result/conclusion discourse relations expressed in the connected clauses.
Linguistic phenomenon
In general, causality can hold between single concepts, e.g. between 'smoke' and 'fire', or between larger phrases. The phrases can be put into a causal relation via overt discourse connectors like 'because' or 'as', whereas other phrases encode causality implicitly by taking into account world knowledge about the connected events. In this paper, we restrict ourselves to the analysis of explicit discourse markers; in particular we investigate the eight most frequent German causal connectors, listed in Table 1 . The markers of reason on the left head a subordinate clause that describes the cause of an effect stated in the matrix clause (or in the previous sentence(s)). The markers of result/conclusion on the other hand introduce a clause that describes the overall effect of a cause contained in the preceding clause/sentence(s). In the genre of argumentation that we are working with, the "results" tend to be logical conclusions that the speaker sees as following irrevocably from the cause presented in the argument.
Reason
Result 'because of' 'thus' da daher weil darum denn deshalb zumal deswegen Table 1 : German causal discourse connectors
The sentences in (1) and (2) provide examples of the phenomenon of explicit causal markers in German in our multilogs. Note that all of the causal markers in Table 1 connect a result/conclusion with a cause/reason. The difference lies in which of these relations is expressed in the clause headed by the causal connector.
The constructions in (1) and (2) exemplify this. 2 In (1), da 'since' introduces the reason for the conclusion in the matrix clause, i.e., the reason for the travel times being irrelevant is that they are not carried out as specified. In (2), daher 'thus' heads the conclusion of the reason which is provided in the matrix clause: Because the speaker has never stated a fact, the accusation of the interlocutor is not correct.
There are several challenges in the automatic annotation of these relations. First, some of the connectors can be ambiguous. In our case, four out of the eight causal discourse connectors in Table 1 are ambiguous (da, denn, daher and darum) and have, in addition to their causal meaning, temporal, locational or other usages. In example (3), denn is used as a particle signaling disbelief, while daher is used as a locational verb particle, having, together with the verb 'to come', the interpretation of 'coming from somewhere to where the speaker is' (literally and metaphorically). In a second example in (4), da is used as the pronominal 'there'.
Second, some of the causal connectors do not always work the same way. In (5), the result/conclusion connector daher does not head an embedded clause, rather it is part of the matrix clause.
In this case, the embedded clause expresses the reason rather than the result/conclusion. A third challenge is the span of the respective reason and result. While there are some indications as to how to define the stretch of these spans, there are some difficult challenges, further discussed in the error analysis in Section 6.
In the following, we present the rule-based annotation system, which deals with the identification of phrases expressing the result and reason, along the lines illustrated in (1) and (2), as well as with the disambiguation of causal connectors.
Rule-based annotation system
The automatic annotation system that we introduce is based on a linguistically informed, handcrafted set of rules that deals with the disambiguation of causal markers and the identification of causal relations in text. As a first step, we divide all of the utterances into smaller units of text in order to be able to work with a more fine-grained structure of the discourse. Following the literature, we call these discourse units. Although there is no consensus in the literature on what exactly a discourse unit consists of, it is generally assumed that each discourse unit describes a single event (Polanyi et al., 2004) . Following Marcu (2000) , we term these elementary discourse units (EDUs) and approximate the assumption made by Polanyi et al. (2004) by inserting a boundary at every punctuation mark and every clausal connector (conjunctions, complementizers). Sentence boundaries are additionally marked.
The annotation of discourse information is performed at the level of EDUs. There are sometimes instances in which a given relation such as "reason" spans multiple EDUs. In these cases, each of the EDUs involved is marked/annotated individually with the appropriate relation.
In the following, we briefly lay out the two elements of the annotation system, namely the disambiguation module and the system for identifying the causal relations.
Disambiguation
As shown in the examples above, markers like da, denn, darum and daher 'because/thus' have a number of different senses. The results presented in Dipper and Stede (2006) indicate that POS tagging alone does not help in disambiguating the causal usages from the other functions, particularly not for our data type, which includes much noise and exceptional constructions that are not present in written corpora. As a consequence, we propose a set of rules built on heuristics, which take into account a number of factors in the clause in order to disambiguate the connector. To illustrate the underlying procedure, (6) schematizes part of the disambiguation rule for the German causal connector da 'since'.
(6) IF da is not followed directly by a verb AND no other particle or connector precedes da AND da is not late in the EDU THEN da is a causal connector.
In total, the system comprises of 37 rules that disambiguate the causal connectors shown in Table 1. The evaluation in Section 5 shows that the system performs well overall. 3
Relation identification
After disambiguation, a second set of rules annotates discourse units as being part of the reason or the result portion of a causal relation. One aspect of deliberation is the assumption that participants in a negotiation justify their positions. Therefore, in this paper, we analyze causal relations within a 3 Two reviewers expressed interest in being able to access our full set of rules. Their reasons were two-fold. For one, sharing our rules would benefit a larger community. For another, the reviewers cited concerns with respect to replicability. With respect to the first concern, we will naturally be happy to share our rule set with interested researchers. With respect to the second concern, it is not clear to us that we have understood it. As far as we can tell, what seems to be at the root of the comments is a very narrow notion of replicability, one which involves a freely available corpus in combination with a freely available automatic processing tool (e.g., a machine learning algorithm) that can then be used together without the need of specialist language knowledge. We freely admit that our approach requires specialist linguistic training, but would like to note that linguistic analysis is routinely subject to replicability in the sense that given a set of data, the linguistic analysis arrived at should be consistent across different sets of linguists. In this sense, our work is immediately replicable. Moreover, given the publically available S21 data set and the easily accessible and comprehensive descriptions of German grammar, replication of our work is eminently possible.
single utterance of a speaker, i.e., causal relations that are expressed in a sequence of clauses which a speaker utters without interference from another speaker. As a consequence, the annotation system does not take into account causal relations that are split up between utterances of one speaker or utterances of different speakers.
Nevertheless, the reason and result portion of a causal relation can extend over multiple EDUs/sentences and this means that not only EDUs which contain the connector itself are annotated, but preceding/following units that are part of the causal relation also have to be marked. This involves deep linguistic knowledge about the cues that delimit or license relations, information which is encoded in a set of heuristics that feed the 20 different annotation rules and mark the relevant units. An example for a (simplified) relation annotation is given in (7).
(7) IF result connector not in first EDU of sentence AND result connector not preceded by other connector within same sentence THEN mark every EDU from sentence beginning to current EDU with reason. ELSIF result connector in first EDU of sentence THEN mark every EDU in previous sentence with reason UNLESS encountering another connector.
Evaluation
The evaluation is split into two parts. On the one hand, we evaluate the inter-annotator agreement between five, minimally trained annotators ( §5.2).
On the other hand, we evaluate the rule-based annotation system against this hand-crafted goldstandard ( §5.3). Each evaluation is again split into two parts: One concerns the successful identification of the causal connectors. The other concerns the identification of the spans of multilog that indicate a result/conclusion vs. a reason.
Data
The underlying data comprises of two data sets, the development and the test set. The development set, on which the above-mentioned heuristics for disambiguation and relation identification are based, consists of the transcribed protocols of the Stuttgart 21 arbitration process (henceforth: S21). This public arbitration process took place in 2010
and was concerned with a railway and urban development project in the German city of Stuttgart. The project remains highly controversial and has gained international attention. In total, the transcripts contain around 265.000 tokens in 1330 utterances of more than 70 participants. 4 The test set is based on different, but also transcribed natural speech data, namely on experiments simulating deliberative processes for establishing a governmental form for a hypothetical new African country. 5 For testing, we randomly collected utterances from two versions of the experiment. Each utterance contained at least two causal discourse connectors. In total, we extracted 60 utterances with an average length of 71 words. There are a total of 666 EDUs and 105 instances of the markers in Table 1 . The composition of the test set for each (possible) connector is in For the creation of a gold standard, the test set was manually annotated by two linguistic experts. 238 out of 666 EDUs were marked as being part of the reason of a causal relation, with the result/conclusion contributed by 180 EDUs. Out of 105 connectors found in the test set, 87 have a causal usage. In 18 cases, the markers have other functions.
Inter-annotator agreement
The task for the annotators comprised of two parts: First, five students (undergraduates in linguistics) had to decide wether an occurence of one of the elements in Table 1 was a causal marker or not. In a second step, they had to mark the boundaries for the reason and result/conclusion parts of the causal relation, based on the boundaries of the automatically generated EDUs. Their annotation choice was not restricted by, e.g., instructing them to choose a 'wider' or more 'narrow' span when in doubt. These tasks served two purposes: On the one hand, we were able to evaluate how easily causal markers can be disambiguated from their other usages and how clearly they introduce either the reason or the result/conclusion of a causal relation. On the other hand, we gained insights into what span of discourse native speakers take to constitute a result/conclusion and cause/reason.
For calculating the inter-annotator agreement (IAA), we used Fleiss' kappa (Fleiss, 1971) , which measures the reliability of the agreement between more than two annotators. In the disambiguation task, the annotators' kappa is κ = 0.96 ("almost perfect agreement"), which shows that the annotators exhibit a high degree of confidence when differentiating between causal and other usages of the markers. When marking whether a connector annotates the reason or the result/conclusion portion of a causal relation, the annotators have a kappa of κ = 0.86. This shows that not only are annotators capable of reliably disambiguating connectors, they are also reliably labeling each connector with the correct causal relation.
In evaluating the IAA of the spans, we measured three types of relations (reason, result and no causal relation) over the whole utterance, i.e. each EDU which is neither part of the result nor the reason relation was tagged as having no causal relation. We calculated four different κ values: one for each relation type (vs. all other relation types), and one across all relation types. The IAA figures are summarized in Across all relation types, κ All =0.73 indicates "substantial agreement". The drop in the agreement is anticipated and mirrors the problem that is generally found in the literature when evaluating spans of discourse relations (Sporleder and Lascarides, 2008) . First, measuring κ All involves three categories, whereas the other measures involve two. Second, a preliminary error analysis shows that there is substantial disagreement regarding the extent of both reason and result spans. The examples in (8)- (9) illustrate this. While annotator 1 marks the result span (indicated by the ( S tag) as starting at the beginning of the sentence, annotator 2 excludes the first EDU from the result span. 6 In such cases, we thus register a mismatch in the annotation of the first EDU.
Nevertheless, the numbers indicate a substantial agreement. We thus conclude that the task we set the annotators could be accomplished reliably.
System performance
In order to evaluate the automatic annotation system described in Section 4, we match the system output against the manually-annotated gold standard, calculating precision, recall and (balanced) f-score of the annotation. For the disambiguation of the connectors in terms of causal versus other usages, the system performs as shown in Table 4 (the ø indicates the average of both values). This result is very promising and shows that even though the development data consists of data from a different source, the patterns in the development set are mirrored in the test set. This means that the genre of the spoken exchange of arguments in a multilog does not exhibit the differences usually found when looking at data from different genres, as Mulkar-Mehta et al. (2011a) report when comparing newspaper articles from finance and sport.
For evaluating the annotated spans of reason and result, we base the calculation on whether an EDU is marked with a particular relation or not, i.e. if the system marks an EDU as belonging to the reason or result part of a particular causal marker and the gold standard encodes the same information, then the two discourse units match. As a con- 6 We use the | sign to indicate EDU boundaries. sequence, spans which do not match perfectly, for example in cases where their boundaries do not match, are not treated as non-matching instances as a whole, but are considered to be made up of smaller units which match individually. These results are promising insofar as the detection of spans of causal relations is known to be a problem. Again, this shows that development and test set seem to exhibit similar patterns, despite their different origins (actual political argumentation vs. an experimental set-up). In the following, we present a detailed error analysis and show that we find recurrent patterns of mismatch, most of which can in principle be dealt with quite straightforwardly. Figure 1 shows a pie chart in which each problem is identified and shown with its share in the overall error occurrence. In total, the system makes 26 annotation errors. Starting from the top, empty connector position refers to structures which an annotator can easily define as reason/result, but which do not contain an overt connector. This causes the automatic annotation sys- tem to fail. The group of other connectors refers to cases where a non-causal connector (e.g., the adversative conjunction aber 'but') signals the end of the result/conclusion or cause span for a human annotator. The presence of these other connectors and their effect is not yet taken into account by the automatic annotation system. The error group iaa refers to the cases where we find a debatable difference of opinion with respect to the length of a span. Speaker opinion refers to those cases where a statement starts with expressions like "I believe / I think / in my opinion etc.". These are mostly excluded from a relation span by human annotators, but (again: as of yet) not by the system. Span over several sentences refers to those cases where the span includes several sentences. And last, but not least, since the corpus consists of spoken data, an external transcriptor had to transcribe the speech signal into written text. Some low-level errors in this category are missing sentence punctuation. The human annotators were able to compensate for this, but not the automatic system.
Error analysis
Roughly, three groups of errors can be distinguished. Some of the errors are relatively easy to solve, by, e.g., adding another class of connectors, by adding expressions or by correcting the transcriptors script. A second group (span over several sentences and empty connector position) needs a much more sophisticated system, including deep linguistic knowledge on semantics, pragmatics and notoriously difficult aspects of discourse analysis like anaphora resolution.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we have presented an automatic annotation system which can reliably and precisely detect German causal relations with respect to eight causal connectors in multilogs in which arguments are exchanged and each party is trying to convince the other of the rightness of their stance. Our system is rule-based and takes into account linguistic knowledge at a similar level as that used by human annotators. Our work will directly benefit research in political science as it can flow into providing one measure for the deliberative quality of a multilog, namely, do interlocutors support their arguments with reasons or not?
